Support your teachers with voice calls on Remind

When it comes to classroom communication, a single text message can convey volumes. But sometimes, a phone call can make all the difference in conversations that require more nuance—whether teachers need to work through a difficult math problem with a student or discuss behavioral updates with a parent.

**Voice calls** combine the convenience of a cell phone with the protection of a classroom line by allowing educators to call any phone—including landlines—through the Remind app or website.

Bring new meaning to family engagement
Support and encourage meaningful, two-way communication across your community. Voice calls make it easier for teachers to connect with even the hardest-to-reach families.

Protect personal contact information
Like other messages on Remind, voice calls come from an anonymized phone number that changes for each recipient. Teachers can call individuals from their mobile phones—while keeping personal numbers private.

Consolidate communication in one place
Bring voice calls onto Remind to give teachers, parents, and students a single platform for all the communication channels in your organization.

Voice calling is a premium feature available through Remind Hub. Learn more at [remind.com/plans](https://remind.com/plans)